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Q-Class Asteroids and Ordinary Chondrites. Jeffrey F. Bell (Hawai'i Institute of Geophysics and 
Planetology, University of Hawaii, 2525 Correa Rd., Honolulu HI 96822-2219) 

With most asteroid classes, there is general acceptance of the principle that lab spectra of meteorites should 
resemble telescopic spectra of their parent asteroids. No one seriously questions the association of basaltic 
achondrites with V asteroids or olivine achondrites with A asteroids, since the spectra in question are both very 
similar and have a high information content (distinct absorption bands that can be unambiguously associated with 
specific silicate mineral compositions). For years a similarly strong spectral link has existed between or- 
chondrites and Q asteroids such as 1862 Apollo [1,2], but the significance of this remained doubtful because the first 
known Qs were in short-lived planet-crossing orbits. Recently, a Q asteroid (3628 BoinEmcova) has been found in 
the main belt near the 3:l Kirkwood gap, ideally placed to deliver material to Earth [3]. In the case of any other 
asteroid type, this discovery would establish Qs as the parent bodies of ordinary chondrites beyond question. 
However, this straightforward interpretation is resisted in many quarters because it seemingly contradicts many of 
the fundamental tenents of asteroid science established over the last 20 years. Many continue to argue (e.g [4]) that 
Q asteroids are unimportant or irrelevant, and that the m e  source bodies of OCs must be found amoung the larger 
S asteroids, specifically the S(1V) subclass of Gaffey [5]. A variety of rationalizations have been brought forward 
to argue that the discovery of BoinEmcova has not fundamentally altered the terms of the S-asteroid debate. Most 
of these ideas derive from classical concepts of asteroids evolved in the 1960s and 1970s which do not stand up to 
more recent data: 

"0-asteroids are too small to be the sources of OCs." This dogma is based on early first-order cooling 
models [q which assumed that the proto-asteroids were spheres of solid rock with bare surfaces exposed to space. 
With this assumption, the observed chondrite cooling rates imply parent bodies several hundred km in diameter. 
More sophisticated models [7J have explored the implications of fragmental regoliths on the parent bodies. A 
regolith forms a very effective insulating layer which greatly slows the radiative cooling of the interior after the 
initial heating pulse has ceased. When this effect is included the observed chondrite cooling rates imply sizes below 
50 km. It is difficult to imagine how the protuasteroids could have lacked a regolith layer; in fact the formation 
of solid chondritic rock from the original loose piles of chondrules and inclusions is one of the major problems in 
meteoritics. Lithifiation of chondrites seems to have required considerable heat and pressure which could only be 
found in the deep interiors of the parent bodies. Futhermore, these cooling models give the size of the original OC 
parent asteroids, not the current source bodies which have been reduced considerably by collisional evolution. 

"Q asteroids can't live long enough to be the the sources of OC." This argument [8] grows out of the fact 
that the average collisional age of main-belt asteroids is thought to scale with size. Since the calculated survival time 
of a 7-km asteroid like BoinEmcova is only a small fraction of the age of the solar system, it is argued that Qs 
cannot have survived without frequent replenishment from larger, more survivable objects. Leaving aside the 
unpleasant fact that the same simple calculations gave a crater density for Ida much lower than that found by Galileo, 
this argument is backward. The current sizes of any population only determine the future survival time and tell us 
nothing about the past. The small size of BoinEmcova merely tells us that OCs will disappear from the solar system 
in the (geologically) near future, as other types of material undoubtedly have in the past. 

"Q asteroids are too rare to be the sources of OCs." The classical view of asteroidal collisional evolution 
[9] holds that the population evolves to a uniform power-law of slope -3.5 regardless of strength. An "unexamined 
paradigm" growing out of this concept is that the size dismbutions of all interplanetary materials are parallel, and 
that the fall abundances of hand-sized meteorites can thus be extrapolated directly to larger and smaller sizes. The 
similar "anomalous" steep abundance curves seen in Gaspra craters [lo] and the Spacewatch Camera survey [I l l  
suggest that the true asteroid size distribution follows the complex post-mare lunar cratering function rather than a 
power law. Strong evidence for non-parallel size functions of individual meteorite types is provided by the virtual 
absence of OCs from the 0.1-lmm micrometeorites [12]. This population is instead dominated by a class of hydrated 
"ultracarbonaceous" material not found in traditional macrometeorites. (It has been known since 1970 from studies 
of lunar soils that the micrometeorite flux on the Moon is predominantly some CM-like material, with little OC 
contribution. This fact argues against the gross differences beteween micrometeorites and macrometeorites collected 
at the surface of the Earth being due to amospheric fragmentation.) Together these results suggest that the 
composition of interplanetary material varies strongly with size, and that meteorite fall statistics cannot be used as 
a "crib sheet" to limit the range of possible analogs in asteroid spectral analysis. 
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"S~ace  weathering can alter OC regoliths to svectrally resemble S asteroids." It is now clear that both OCs 
and S asteroids exhibit real weathering trends very different than the hypothetical weathering process invented in the 
1970s to link them. Investigations of synthetic metal-rich regoliths derived from OCs [13], OC material subjected 
to simulated impact melting [14], and natural OC parent body regolith material preserved in some meteorite breccias 
[2] has demonstrated that "weathered" OC material does not redden, but rather becomes spectrally flatter and in 
extreme cases approximates a C-type spectrum, never an S-type. Furthermore, there is now strong evidence for a 
very different sort of space weathering on S-type asteroids, one which mostly affects silicate band depth rather than 
continuum slope and curvature. Main-belt S asteroids below "100km diameter show a smooth function of decreasing 
band depth with increasing sue  [5]. This effect is found in all S-types, independent of Ol/Pyx ratio or other 
mineralogical parameters, and it appears to "saturate" near lOOkrn diameter with all S asteroids above this sue  having 
roughly similar band depths. These features suggest the existence of a change in regolith properties (particle size 
or compaction?) with surface gravity and/or age. 

"Q asteroids are merely young, unweathered S asteroids." Binzel has suggested [3] that BoinCmcova 
has a young unweathered surface recently refreshed by a large impact and lacks the "weathered" regolith that 
camoflages OCs as S-class asteroids. This model predicts that S or S(IV) asteroids should show patches of 
unweathered regolith, since there are always a few regions on any airless object which have been recently turned 
over by impacts. This effect is visible on the Moon, where craters less than =500MY old have the fresh spectral 
signature of the underlying bedrock IR spectral maps of the SOV) asteroid 243 Ida returned by Galileo are uniform 
to within a few percent [15]. The Ida images show no sign of any pixels with OC-like colors, which should stand 
out strongly from the backgound due to the large difference in continuum slope over the 0.7-1.5pm region. This is 
a fundamental objection to the proposed OC-to-S weathering process on asteroids. Similarly, Dactyl differs from Ida 
in having deeper silicate absorption bands [ l q ,  with little or no difference in continuum slope. This follows the 
trend observed in other S asteroids [5], not the trend necessary to link S and Q asteroids. 

"There are no good meteoritical analogs for S asteroids excevt OCs." A persistent error in studies of S 
asteroid mineralogy is to compare them only with either 1) the most common or 2) the most metal-rich of 
differentiated meteorites. The first error comes from the belief in parallel size functions discussed above. The 
second comes from an early belief that metal abundance was correlated with continuum slope. This idea was shown 
to be wrong in 1986 when it was discovered that metal grains in chondrites have a flat spectrum completely unlike 
the reddened spectrum of metal in differentiated meteorites [13]. Meteoriticists now recognize a much larger number 
of stony-iron assemblages often grouped under the loose term "anomalous stony-irons" which are good alternate 
analogs for S asteroids. A subgroup of these meteorites, the so-called primitive achondrites, has been used in 
mixing-model simulations [ l q .  These simulations have shown that a variety of S-asteroid spectra can be closely 
reproduced by mixing primitive achondrite spectra with various proportions of FeNi spectra. Actual stony-iron 
meteorites in the somewhat ill-defined lodranite group [I81 have compositions essentially identical to those inferred 
for S(IV) asteroids like Ida. If S(IV) asteroids are chondrites, where do lodranites come from? 

Conclusions: The attempt to ignore or rationalize the existence of Q-asteroids is characteristic of what 
happens when a long-entrenched scientific paradigm encounters data which seemingly disproves it. The lengths to 
which this trend has been carried since the discovery of BoinCmcova suggests that no amount of data from NEAR 
or any similar asteroid mission would resolve the "Great Controversy" over S-asteroid composition. It is possible 
to think of plausible rationalizations such as those reviewed above to reconcile any existing model with any possible 
set of mineralogical or elemental data for any asteroid. Even a returned sample should not present an insuperable 
obstacle to a sufficiently flexible and desperate mind Further progress in asteroid science requires broad-based 
advances in all relevant fields; the outstanding problems cannot be cu~ed by the "magic bullet" of space missions. 
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